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Grace

We need to work together to plan a future for the new generations

We are asking you as the Mines liason Coordinator for the Tlicho
Government, to pass on our input regarding the community consultation
for the proposed winter road route over Lake of the Enemy to Gah Cho
Kwe.                                                         Your
decissions are affecting our lives and our input should be part of the
process.

_ We believe that the new  winter supply road over Lake of the Enemy, is
more environmentally friendly and economically viable than the existing
longer route and this is a very important factor that will affect the
jobs and future of our working class.

_ We also believe that the traditional and cultural history of this
area  should be respected the same as other historical sights in the
"Barren Lands"

***A working group/ committee should be formed involving DeBeers and
Indigenous  Parties and the TG reps. to focus on the new route.  Timing
of the new road involves getting the LUP approval and this should be a
priority of the  " Lake of the Enemy planning commitee" Road
construction will involve  Portage access and construction in year
one/the first winter season following the LUP, and the complete winter
road construction and use the following year...so timing delays in the
LUPermitting can set the project back by a year..

The planning committee would review and adopt its own goals and
objecdtives. We recommend that the following.

1. review/visit the proposed Route compared to the existing route and
discuss any environmental concerns ( maps as needed, driving the
existing route and flying the proposed route if needed.)

2. review the proposed route regarding any historical and culktural
concerns and plan some monuments and signs to make modern day
travels/trucker and hunters aware of the Traditional cultural
history.(it can be  planned to ensure that traditional cultural history
is respected and taken into the future)..A summer boating, camping  and
flying excursiion can be planned and part of the planning process..

_________________________________________________________________________

True North Safaris has over 4 decades of experience in tourism and
outfitting operations in the barrenlands and we have evolved with
traditional knowledge from elders who are mostly gone now.
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We have boats and a mobile camp on lake of the Enemy ( our main
operations are oin Mackay and Warburton Bay) and we operate Mackay Lake
Lodge near Cossack Bay and the mouth of the River of Lake of the Enemy

Lake of the Enemy deserves historical and cultural  respect the same as
Mackay Lake and the Lockhart River system and all traditionally traveled
dog team and canoe routes. W e have had elders involved in our
organizations and that history should be part of our cultural
programsand could be part of the new winter route over Lake of the Enemy

  Our freinds and relatives have generations of experience working in
the mining industry as it has evolved in the north. WE live in the
modern world that has evolved with our traditional way of life.on the land

WE have decades of experience. We are concerned that we, along with
numerous friends and relatives, need to be involved in the consultation 
and planning process. and our young people need jobs in an economy that
can servive these "covid" times.

Truly

Gary Jaeb  General Manager

Malcolm Jaeb  President

True North Safaris Ltd./ Mackay Lake Lodge


